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 Who are the 3 main characters in the movie? 

       a.           

                   b.           

           c.           

1.      tries to commit suicide at the beginning of the movie. 

Why does he do this?           

             

2. Who is listening to Salieri tell his story and why? 

             

            

         __________________ 

3. What is Mozart doing when we first meet him?       

             

4. In what city does most of the movie take place?       

             

5. When the emperor decides to commission an opera, why is the opera going to be in 

German, and why do his advisors prefer Italian?       

      ____________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________ 

6. Where does Mozart’s opera take place?        

            

             

7. Why does Antonio Salieri become upset and begin to think violent thoughts towards 

Mozart?            

            

  ____________________________________________________________ 

8. Why does Mozart’s wife go and ask Salieri for help?      

            

      ____________________________________ 



9. Why did Salieri hate Mozart even more after his wife’s visit?      

           ______ 

10. When Mozart’s dad arrives we get a brief glimpse of his lifestyle and how he lives. 

Summarize how he lives and what he does in 3-4 sentences.     

            

            

             

________________________________________________________________________ 

11. Is it harder to be talented and not take it for granted, or not have any talent at all?  

             

12. What was the point of the maid servant?       

             

13. What does Marie Antoinette say the opera, The Marriage of Figaro, is doing to 

France?          ______ 

14. What was Salieri’s new plan to kill Mozart?       

           ______ 

15. How does the middle class Opera differ from the upper class Opera? Can you see a  

difference in the crowd?          

             

16. Where is Salieri located at the end of the movie and why?     

     __________________________________________ 

17. Why do you think Salieri confessed to killing Mozart?      

          ____________ 

18. What was it about Mozart’s music that challenged authority at the time?   

             

19. According to the movie, what killed Mozart?       

  ____________________________________________________________ 

20. What sort of lessons can we learn from Mozart’s life?      

          ____________ 

BONUS: Summarize the movie in 2-3 sentences:    

             

________________________________________________ 


